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Abstract—The problem is the automatic synthesis of formal correcting rules for \LaTeX \hspace{1pt} documents. Each document is represented as a syntax tree. Tree node mappings of initial documents to edited documents form the training set, which is used to generate the rules. Rules with a simple structure, which implement removal, insertion or replacing operations of single node and use linear sequence of nodes to select a position are synthesized primarily. The constructed rules are grouped based on the positions of applicability and quality. The rules that use tree-like structure of nodes to select the position are studied. The changes in the quality of the rules during the sequential increase of the training document set are analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The reason for this work is the preparation of conference proceedings in 2007–2012. Many scientific conferences and publishing houses get source texts from authors in the \LaTeX \hspace{1pt} format. Each publisher has certain traditions and requirements for the material to publish. These rules include the design of headings, lists, tables, bibliography, equations, numbers, etc. The errors associated with non-compliance with these rules are called typographical errors. The sources sent by authors usually contain a significant amount (dozens per page) of such errors, the correction of which is done manually by editors. There are tools to facilitate manual proofreading [1], but nevertheless the processing of a single page takes up to two hours of time. Therefore, an automation of typographical errors correcting process is actual to reduce the time and volume of manual work.

Generally speaking, the idea to automate the correction of texts is not new [2], and at the moment there are some qualitative tools for automatic search and fixing spelling errors using dictionaries and word forms morphological analysis [3]. In addition, a similar problem arises for intelligent error correction in search queries using lexical and statistical characteristics [4]. But these approaches are not applicable for the correction of typographical errors that are discussed in this article and are associated not only with the textual content of the document, but also with formatting layout. Often the local information in the text is not sufficient to describe an error, but also the knowledge of the context (additional information about the position in the document structure) is required.

On the other hand, there is a research field devoted to the improvement of programs source code characteristics (the probability of errors in individual modules, the degree of connectivity modules, etc.). Known methods allow to measure the characteristics with the analysis of repositories change history and then use them to find errors in the code [5], [6]. They allow to create recommendation systems to improve the quality of program source code [7]. Documents in the \LaTeX \hspace{1pt} format can be regarded as the source code, which is used by the \TeX \hspace{1pt} compiler, but it is not common to use the suitable for further analysis repositories in publishing practice. There are no uniform standards. And in addition, the text contents of documents cannot be subject for such a processing.

Thus there is a need for a new research aimed directly at the automation of typographical error correction. The proposed approach is the following. Editors works with the system, which itself determines the possible fix positions in the source text and offers him a replacement. If they agree with the replacement, the only thing that is needed is to press the appropriate button. If they don’t agree, then they make editing manually.

Correcting rules can be defined manually on the basis of practical experience of editors. However, due to the significant number and diversity of situations and behaviors this will rather increase the amount of work, especially at the initial stage. Therefore, we propose to build the rules using the already processed set of document pairs. A document that hasn’t been proofread will be called a draft copy, and a proofread document will be called a clean copy.

The problem of document transformation rules automatic synthesis using the training set composed of “draft-clean copies” pairs is considered in [8]. However, the rules obtained with such a way have several drawbacks including the incomplete coverage of the error positions in the non-training document set and the wrong suggested replacement.

This article deals with two approaches to improve the quality of a rule set using the structure complexity.

II. IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DOCUMENTS

\LaTeX \hspace{1pt} documents in the text representation are sequences (can be nested) of lexemes of the following types: syntactic brackets ({} and {}), space, horizontal padding, vertical padding, paragraphs separator, line break, symbol, number, word letter, command, tag, wrapper (tag with the closure), equation, superscript or subscript, label, linear dimension, path to a file or a folder, list, list item, floating box, image, mathematical binary operator, mathematical postoperator, mathematical preoperator, table, table cell separator, table settings, not processing (raw) data.

In addition, such files have a natural tree structure (syntax tree) [8], by exploring which you can get all the necessary
information to describe a proofreading fix. Nodes of such structures will be called tokens. The following types of tokens are taken into account to construct a syntax tree: symbol (letter, digit, mathematical operation, quote sign, dash, etc.), command, command parameter, environment, environment body, space, paragraph separator, word, number, label, linear dimension, path to a file, tabular parameters, not processing fragment (for example, the text inside a \verbatim environment). Each token can be matched by one of the lexeme types. Examples for tokens of each type are in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Examples of Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Token type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\LaTeXX command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\LaTeXX command parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\LaTeXX environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\LaTeXX environment body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraphs separator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path to a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabular parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not processing fragment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A syntax tree bijectively (according to the \TeX compiler) defines a \LaTeX document. It is convenient to formulate the correcting rules for the trees.

Syntax trees of draft and clean copies will be called draft and clean trees respectively.

The differences between the draft and the clean trees for each document pair from the training set are identified before the search of the regularities in the changes that were done by editors. Zhang-Shasha algorithm is used for this purpose [9], [10]. It implies that the following steps are allowed to be consistently applied to the syntax tree: a token removal (all child tokens go to the parent), a new token insertion to an arbitrary place, a token change. The algorithm allows to calculate the edit distance between two trees and in addition to determine which procedure should be applied to each node for the implementation of that distance. The result of its work consists of the pairs (source and target) of the not modified tokens, the pairs (source and target) of the changed tokens, the set of the removed tokens, the set of the inserted tokens.

### III. Rules with a simple structure

The initial set of rules is built after obtaining the mapping between the draft and clean trees [8]. Each synthesized rule characterized by the pattern (the sequence of adjacent tokens with the same parent), the locator (the token whose child tokens the pattern is applied to) and the action (the operation aimed at changing the syntax tree). Thus, a rule allows to locate the error (to determine its position in the syntax tree and consequently in the original document text); it is considered that the error is in the piece of the text that corresponds to the rule pattern tokens, and it offers the option of correcting (the change of the syntax tree and hence the initial document text) on the basis of the rule action.

**Definition 1:** Left pattern chain of radius \( r \) is a sequence of not more than \( r \) adjacent tokens with the same parent. The left chain start is its most left token.

**Right pattern chain of radius \( r \) is a sequence of not more than \( r \) adjacent tokens with the same parent. The right chain start is its most left token.**

Let token \( x \) of a draft tree be removed or changed to token \( y \). Then the localizer is the parent token of \( x \), the pattern is composed of the left and right closest to \( x \) pattern chains and of token \( x \). In such cases, token \( x \) will be called the target token of the rule. The rule action is to remove the target token or to change it to a token \( y \), depending on the type of the rule.

Let token \( y \) be added to a clean tree. Then the localizer is the prototype of the parent token (if it exists) of \( y \), the pattern is composed of the left pattern chain that starts from the prototype of the \( y \)'s left neighbour (if it exists) and the similar right pattern chain. The rule action is to insert the token \( y \) between the left and the right pattern chains.

**Example 1 (A token insert rule):** An extra space is often inserted between two standing next equations to improve the readability of the text. The mapping between syntax trees, which appears while changing \( \text{If } $$$, $$$, \text{then } \) to \( \text{If } $$$, $$$, \text{then } \) is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. A token insert rule example](image)

The meaning of change is the insertion of a $\backslash$ symbol between the comma and the space. But an extra space is
not always needed between a comma and a space, even if there is an equation before the comma or an equation after the space. The correct condition is the presence of equations before the comma and after the space.

Therefore in case 1 the pattern chain consists of the comma token and the equation token, the right pattern chain consists of the space token and the equation token, the pattern consists of the equation token, the comma token, the space token and the equation token. The rule action is to insert a symbol token between the comma token and the space token.

**Example 2 (Token change rules):** One of the most usual typographical errors is to use the "..." quotes instead of <> quotes in Russian-language sources. Let the mapped parts of draft and clean trees look as shown in Fig. 2, this corresponds to the mapping of "word" to \(<\textit{word}\) in a document environment.

Fig. 2. A token change rule example: "word" \(\rightarrow\) \(<\textit{word}\>

In this case the localizer is the document environment body token, the left pattern chain consists of the space token, the right pattern chain consists of the word token, the pattern consists of the space token, the "word" symbol token and the word token. The rule action is to change the token that is between the space token and the word token to a symbol token.

The similar rule is built to change right quotes.

On the other hand, some of the rules are not applicable to all the document fragments. This confirms the need to take a context into account for the creation and use of the rules. For example, a number of pages in a list of references is usually denoted by "Pp" for English-language sources. But it is usual to see a single letter "P" designation in practice. So there is a need to change "P" to "Pp", but such a modification is likely to be incorrect for a random fragment of the document. Therefore, this rule is built only for the bibliography environment body.

The mapping between syntax trees, which appears while changing \(\text{P} \rightarrow \text{Pp}\) is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A token change rule example: \(\text{P} \rightarrow \text{Pp}\)

In this case the localizer is the bibliography environment body token, the left pattern chain consists of the comma token and the space token, the right pattern chain is empty, the pattern consists of the comma token, the space token and the "P" word token. The rule action is to change the pattern last token to a "Pp" word token.

**A. Searching of matches to rules**

A token \(l\) is considered to correspond to a rule localizer if their types and their lexeme types are matched.

A continuous sequence of \(l\) child tokens is sought according the following principles:
- token types and lexeme types must be matched for all the tokens of the pattern chains and the corresponding child tokens of \(l\),
- the target token must be full matched to the corresponding child token of \(l\).

**Definition 2:** Rule position in the syntax tree is a union of the token that corresponds to the rule localizer and the set of tokens matching to the pattern. Rule generating position is the position that corresponds the item of the mapping between syntax trees that was a basis for the rule. Rule position set in a document set is the set of all the positions in the syntax trees of these documents that match to the rule.

**B. Preliminary estimation of a rule**

Preliminary quality estimations are calculated for each rule using the training set \(\{1\}\). Let \(d_1\) and \(c_1\) be the sizes of the rule position sets in the sets of draft and clean copies respectively.

**Definition 3:** Preliminary (in the training set) precision of a rule is the ratio of the rule position matching to the draft copies only set size to the total number of the found positions:

\[
\frac{d_1 - c_1}{d_1}
\]

**C. Selection of optimal patterns**

The tokens set that forms a rule pattern can be defined in different ways. According to the experiment results, we can conclude the maximum patterns do not always give the best result \(\{8\}\). In this article, the optimal pattern is selected by the following criteria:

1) the rule preliminary precision must not be less than 0.9;
2) the pattern with the smallest size is sought among all the patterns that provide the selected precision;
3) the rule with the greatest precision is sought among all the rules with the selected pattern size.

**D. Reduction of a rule set**

It turns out that rules are redundant after processing all the differences among the training set trees as many of them are duplicated.

To eliminate this effect, the reduction process is used, which means the removing of some rules, so that the general set of the identified regularities stays the same.
Definition 4: A rule \( A \) absorbs a rule \( B \), if their actions are the same and the rule \( B \) position set in the draft copies of the training set is a subset of the rule \( A \) position set.

Rules that can be absorbed by the other rules are incrementally removed from a generated rules set.

Definition 5: Rule generating position set is the set of generating positions of this rule and all the rules absorbed by this rule.

IV. QUALITY ESTIMATIONS

The experiment was performed to estimate the quality of a rule set. It used 85 pairs of draft and clean copies of articles from the NLP-8 conference. The adaptive learning of the rule set was simulated. For this purpose the training set of the document pairs used for rule synthesis increased gradually: 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 13, 19, 28, 42, 63. Let \( S_1 \subset \ldots \subset S_{10} \) be the generated ten training sets of the document pairs, \( S_{11} \) is the set of all the document pairs. The control set was formed of the document pairs added to the training set at the next step: \( S_{i+1} \setminus S_i \), \( i = 1, \ldots, 10 \).

Quality estimates of the synthesized rules and the rule sets were calculated [11]. The test sequences were constructed for 50 times, the data for all the tests was averaged.

Let for any rule \( p_i \) be the rule generating position set size, \( d_c \) and \( c_c \) be the rule position set sizes in the sets of draft and clean copies respectively of the control document set, \( p_c \) be the rule position set size in the draft copies set that corresponds the correct changes of the control document set.

Definition 6: Adjusted preliminary precision of a rule is the ratio of the rule position really matching to the draft copies only set size to the total number of the found positions:

\[
\frac{p_i}{d_i}
\]

Definition 7: Control precision of a rule is the ratio of the rule position in the control document set that match to the draft copies only set size to the total number of the found positions:

\[
\frac{d_c - c_c}{d_c}
\]

Definition 8: Adjusted control precision of a rule is the ratio of the rule position in the control document set that match to the correct changes set size to the total number of the found positions:

\[
\frac{p_c}{d_c}
\]

It is possible to determine the quality evaluations of a rule set at this point.

Definition 9: Let \( P(A_1), \ldots, P(A_k) \) be the preliminary precisions of rules \( A_1, \ldots, A_k \) respectively, and all these rules have the same target token. A weight of a rule \( A_i \) is

\[
W(A_i) = \frac{P(A_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} P(A_j)}
\]

Definition 10: Let \( E(A_i) \) be a number equal to 0 if the rule \( A_i \) corresponds to a correct fix and 1 otherwise. Then the expression

\[
e_x = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} W(A_i)E(A_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} P(A_i)}
\]

defines the average error of a rule set at the selected token \( x \).

Let \( E_t \) and \( E_c \) be the average errors sums of a rule set at all the tokens of the draft trees in the training and the control document sets respectively. \( N_t \) and \( N_c \) are the different position numbers of a rule set in the sets of draft copies of the training and the control document sets respectively. \( D_t \) and \( D_c \) are the editing distances sums for all the draft and clean tree pairs of the training and the control document sets respectively.

Since the rules are generated while tokens insertion, deletion or changing only, and the sum of such operations is the edition distance, the following definitions are correct [11].

Definition 11: Preliminary (in the training document set) precision of a rule set is

\[
\frac{N_t - E_t}{N_t}
\]

Control (in the control document set) precision of a rule set is

\[
\frac{N_c - E_c}{N_c}
\]

Definition 12: Preliminary (in the training document set) recall of a rule set is

\[
\frac{N_t - E_t}{D_t}
\]

Control (in the control document set) recall of a rule set is

\[
\frac{N_c - E_c}{D_c}
\]

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the reduction can significantly reduce the number of rules. This means that most of the differences between the draft and the clean copies are typical for the whole document set.
sets don’t exceed 50%. For precision this means that there are different rules with similar patterns. Lack of recall can be explained by the fact that the types of rules discussed earlier are not enough to describe editor operations.

V. Group rules

In practice, there are cases where an editor changes, deletes, or inserts more than one token. For example, the moving of the token to another position is a union of removing and inserting the token. To increase the range of the recognizable edits we will use the rule grouping.

Example 3 (Group rules): Publishing design standards may vary dashes. This leads, for example, to the need to change \(-\cdash-\) to \(-\cdash\).

The mapping between syntax trees, which appears while changing \texttt{def---definition} to \texttt{def'---definition} is shown in Fig. 8.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{example3.png}
\caption{A group rule example: \texttt{def---definition} \rightarrow \texttt{def'---definition}}
\end{figure}

The first fragment consists of the non-breaking space (\texttt{ - }) token and the dash symbol (\texttt{ -\cdash- }) token, the second fragment consists of the inseparable dash symbol (\texttt{ -\cdash\cdash- }) token. Each rule with a simple structure can change only one token, that is why such a replacement cannot be implemented. On the other hand, the deletion of the non-breaking space token standing in front of the dash token and the change of the dash token to the inseparable dash token together give the desired replacement.

The similar problem arises correcting one of the most usual typographical errors when a hyphen is used instead of a dash in Russian-language sources. The corresponding mapping between syntax trees is shown in Fig. 9.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{example4.png}
\caption{A group rule example: \texttt{def - definition} \rightarrow \texttt{def'---definition}}
\end{figure}

Another similar example is the proper use of a hyphen character. The mapping between syntax trees, which
appears while changing \$\sigma = \text{covering}\$ to \$\sigma' = \text{covering}\$ is shown in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 10. A group rule example.](image)

An insertion of more than one token is necessary sometimes. The mapping between syntax trees, which appears while changing \([n,k,f]\) to \([n;\alpha;\kappa;\beta;f]\) is shown in Fig. 11. Two tokens of symbol \(\gamma\) are added in this case.

![Fig. 11. A group rule example.](image)

Suppose that there are two rules with such positions that:
- the tokens corresponding to the localizers are the same;
- the sets of the tokens corresponding to the patterns have mutual elements.

Then we construct a new group rule the localizer of which is the same as the localizer of the given rules and the pattern is formed by the union of their patterns. The built rule is added to the rule set, if its preliminary precision is higher than the preliminary precisions of both old rules.

It is considered that the position in a syntax tree of a document matches to the group rule if it matches to each of the grouped rules. This takes into account the relative position of their patterns: overlap should occur by the same tokens, which it happened at the time of the group rule generation.

Fig. 12 shows the quality estimations of the rule set using group rules built in accordance with the experiment described earlier. It can be seen that this approach yielded the precision significantly more than a half, but the recall is still at the level of 50%.

VI. RULES WITH TREE PATTERNS

Another way to improve the precision and the recall of a rule set is the complication of a pattern structure. A pattern of a simple structure rule allows to use the adjacent tokens only to determine the position. Generally speaking, it doesn’t mean the use of all the text corresponding to these tokens, because it doesn’t take into account the structure and the contents of the subtrees, which roots form the pattern.

A pattern of a tree-like rule is constructed of two pattern trees: left and right. In this case the length of the pattern is the number of tokens in these trees.

The generation of such rules, the selection of the optimal patterns and the reduction are similar to the generation of rules with a simple structure.

Let token \(x\) of a draft tree be removed or changed to token \(y\). Then the localizer is the parent token of \(x\), the pattern is composed of the left and the right pattern trees such that all the child tokens of the left pattern tree root form a left pattern chain closest to \(x\), and the child tokens of the right pattern tree root form a similar right pattern chain. In such cases, token \(x\) will be called the target token of the rule. The rule action is to remove the target token or to change it to a token \(y\), depending on the type of the rule.

Let token \(y\) be added to a clean tree. Then the localizer is the prototype of the parent token (if it exists) of \(y\), the pattern is composed of the left pattern tree such that the child tokens of its root forms a left pattern chain that starts from the prototype of the \(y\)’s left neighbor (if it exists) and the similar right pattern tree. The rule action is to insert the token \(y\) between the left and the right pattern chains.

The following steps are used to select the optimal pattern:

1) the rule preliminary precision must not be less than 0.9;
2) the pattern with the smallest sum size of the left and the right pattern trees is sought among all the patterns that provide the selected precision;
3) the rule with the greatest precision is sought among all the rules with the selected pattern size.

The searching of match positions is done with the following way. A token \(l\) is considered to correspond to a rule localizer if their types and their lexeme types are matched. The pattern trees and all their subtrees are tested at each level started from the token \(l\) child tokens according the following principles:
- the most right child tokens of the left subtrees must be equal to the corresponding pattern tokens.
- the most left child tokens of the right subtrees must be equal to the corresponding pattern tokens.
- each subtree must match to the corresponding child token.

**Example 4 (Rules with tree patterns):** Another example of the most usual typographical errors is the inclusion of a punctuation in an equation body. Let the mapped parts of draft and clean trees look as shown in Fig. 13, this corresponds the mapping of $S,S$ to $S,S$, in a document environment.

![Fig. 13. A tree-like rule example.](image)

Such a replacement can be described as a union of a comma token insertion after the equation token that contains comma at its end and the comma token that is after the equation token deletion. But the inside equation tokens are required to determine whether a comma is in the equation. Thus a simple structure rule pattern is not enough.

So the rule of a comma addition is described by a tree pattern, the left pattern subtree consists of the equation token containing the comma token the right pattern subtree is empty. The action is to insert a comma token after the left subtree.

Tree-like rules can also be used to form group rules. The mapping between syntax trees, which appears while changing $S\text{textbf{f}}E|S|S$ to $S\text{Expect}|S|S$ is shown in Fig. 14. The corresponding rule is a tree-like rule because not only the \textbf{f} command token is required but also its parameter is needed. For example $\text{Var}$ must be replaced with $\text{Var}$ but not with $\text{Expect}$. The rule is a group rule because not only the \textbf{f} command token must be changed but also its parameter token must be deleted.

![Fig. 14. A tree-like group rule example.](image)

Fig. 15 shows the quality estimations of the rule set using tree-like rules built in accordance with the experiment described earlier. It can be seen that this approach can significantly increase the precision of the generated rule set.

![Graph](image)

- preliminary precision of rule set
- control precision of rule set
- preliminary recall of rule set
- control recall of rule set

Fig. 15. Estimates for the precision and the recall of the rule set taking into account the tree-like rules.

It is important to note that the resulting recall is greater than 70%, i.e., less than 30% is not recognized, and the precision is greater than 75%, this allows to use the generated rule set on the practice of semi-automatic error correction.

**VII. Conclusion**

Rules with a simple structure described by a linear pattern are examined. The method for constructing such rules on the basis of the training sample composed of “draft-clean” pairs and the use of them is described. The optimal patterns selection and the reduction processes are shown.

The precision and recall of rule sets and the precision for single rule estimations method is proposed. An experiment was performed using the articles of the IIP-$S$ conference. The dependence of the precision and recall of a rule set on the number of items that are used for training was studied.

The experiment shows that the precision and the recall of rules with a simple structure are not high. This is justified by a small number of supported operations (change of only one token at a time is handled) and an excessive simplicity of the patterns (it is required to have an opportunity to explore more than one child level of the localizer token).

Two approaches were proposed to improve the rule quality: the construction of group rules and rules with a tree pattern. The rule grouping allows operations with a set of tokens at the same time. Tree patterns allow access to different layers of the document syntax tree.

The dependence of the precision and recall of a rule set on the number of items that are used for training was studied again for group and tree-like rules under the same conditions as for the rules with a simple structure. Each approach allows to significantly improve the precision and the recall of the generated rule sets.

The results can be considered as acceptable for a practical use.
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